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’Twas with a merrie twinkle of eyeball and a lopsided, tongue-in-cheek 
grin that I wrote myself up that realforsure ’Science’ article, back in 
g2#3, Since then, I will how confess, I’ve been chortling over the reac
tions it’s had from some perfectly wonderful guys --

Technically-minded ones like Ed Wood, Jim Caughran and Len Zettel 
telling me, ’’Bighod, it just can’t work like that! You may have hold 
of something there, Joe, you just really might — but the lightspeed 
drive wouldn’t be that way; it’d be ...”

And guys with clear, bright imagination like Ray Nelson!! Why, I’ve 
even seen tremors of the shock recorded as far away as Northern Ireland 
... Negative/positive space curvature, mumble-mumble ...

Oh, sure -- there’s something in it. But I’ll probably never under
stand it even when it^s solved. Most likely, few of us ever will.- But 
aside from all that, I wasn’t just pulling a fast one on everybody, 
either.

I believe the realforsure thing for us is that we do have an inter
stellar lightspeed drive. I don’t care how it works, or what Bob Heinlein 
or Poul Anderson want to call it; the important thing is that we’ve got 
it. And it does work.

But now comes something I’m dead serious about, podners. Y’see, we 
have this blasted thing but ((are you listening, Poul?)) we aren’t 
using it!

We’ve still got rockets in science-fiction. Today, they’ve as much 
right in s-f as steam engines — well, as steam turbines do, anyway. 
And we’re still trying to act all excited about the Moon and Spaceships 
and Probes to Mars and Venus. This stuff isn’t for us, anymore! For 
chrissake, it isn’t s-f! We don’t belong here.

Our place is out there in the Big Deep Country, and so far nobody’s 
had the guts to go out,there. Oh, we’ve got novels all over the house 
about interstellar travel, galactic empires, all that same, old jazz 
— and it’s all faked! Frankly, I mean this, I’m really sick of it.
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So I’m going out there. Right now; right here.
And this is one place where I could qualify as some kind of field engi

neer: I’m a scout. I was forward scout for heavy artillery in WW2; I know 
how it’s done. When Robbie and I were searching for a house out thru here 
she got a good taste of what I do know about it — she knows this whole 
area, now, either right off the flat of a map or from direct observation 
at high points of the terrain ...

Speaking of which, let’s get this off the ground.
”Our nearest neighbor in the Heavens is Alpha Centauri Big

deal, huh? Well, this’ll be old hat to some of you, but let’s take it 
for a start. (We’ll need star coordinates to find our way around, later; 
forget it. I’ve got ’em.)

A mere 4.3 lightyears from Earth, the Alpha Centauri system is a 
3-star layout made up of a normal double-star deal with that third cat 
just sort of tagging along nearby. The double-star is, of course, Alpha 
Centauri itself (there is a Beta Centauri, but it’s on out yonder in the 
Centaur constellation, 190 lightyears away — a lot of this stuff got 
named out here before anybody ever thought of measuring any distances) 
and these two stars swing around each other once every 80 years on a 
Big O orbit which puts ’em 11 A.U.’s apart at the nearest, and 35 A.U.’s 
apart at the farthest. (An A.U., you recall, is the old 93-million- 
mile yardstick.)

Now, the bright star in this binary has almost exactly the same 
luminosity as Old Sol, back home. In fact, it has about the same temp
erature, size and mass. That other baby with it there is slightly 
cooler, smaller and fainter.

Number Three right over there is Proxima Centauri, as you know. 
It’s about 12,000 A.U.’s off to itself and doesn’t get around much — 
takes all of 1,300,000 years to swing around these Big Buddies. If 
we hadn’t spotted it from Earth, we might not even guess it’s out here ’ 
at all; it only gives one seventeen-thousandth as much light as our sun, 
and there’s maybe a thousand other stars brighter than it is from right 
here. (There’s been some thot that Old Sol could have a companion star 
like this, herself.)

Obviously, any one or all three of these suns could have planets — 
even the two suns of Alpha Centauri (call ’em Alf-’N’-Alf) have enough 
room between them for a few rocks. Anything we find around Proxima 
Centauri is likely to be, shall we say, frigid; but a world or six 
around'this binary, here, poses some interesting possibilities. First 
of all, the two stars are different colors — sort’ve orange and white 
— which will give some noticably different hues to the sunlight on any 
worlds here. . Second, some cold giant the size of Saturn with its system 
of moonlets just might swing around one star, then the other ...

But we could have an Earth-type planet here.
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So much for the Colonial Survey. Now, if you’ll look at the board, 

you’ll see that we ran on coordinates -60°/1400 to get out here from 
Earth. There’s another star off this way that’s figured 23 lightyears 
off Earth; but its coordinates read -30° at 2300, which puts it out 
that way so much, it’s about as far from here as from Earth. And 23 
lightyears is a big jump in one piece — we gotta have some respect 
for Hard Fact!

Anyway, the star out there is Formalhaut. That baby is big and hot 
— it’s about 11 times as luminous as the sun.

Beyond that, there’s nothing, chums — not ’til you get clear off 
over there at -60°/0200 to Achernar. It’s a whopping 70 lightyears 
out, and 200 times brighter than the sun when you get there.

Or take coordinates -50°/0600 and something like 100 lightyears to ' 
reach that bright fella, Canopus, just 2,000 times as bright as the sun. 
Then there’s Spica at -10°/1300 (clear over that way, now) and it’s a 
binary like Old Alph, here. You might also find out if it’s only 1000 
times brighter than our sun — that is, if our distance of 190 lightyears 
is anywhere near correct — only don’t tell me about it when you get 
back. I won’t be here.

But y’know the real interesting thing about this? These stars are 
all in the direction that’s off downtown! See -- that glittery spray 
of stuff down there beyond ’em is the Milky Way. That’s galactic center, 
bhoy. If you ever wanted proof that we’re way out in the starry back- 
woods, here, that’s it. There’s just nothing in reach between us and 
it, down there!

Well, let’s kick the boat around and head back the other way — 
out into the Deep Black where we’ve got our little neck o’ the woods. 
This is where the Ridge is, this tangle of stars hung off by itself with 
us in it; and to all intents and purposes, this is undoubtedly where 
we’ll cut our eyeteeth as a starbegotten species that starts spreading 
into the galaxy. Well, someday ...

A stopoff at Earth for breakfast and refilling the thermos, then 
we’ll bounce off for 8.6 lightyears to raise Sirius.

By our standards, Sirius is quite big-fella enough, being twice 
the size of the sun and 30 times brighter. This huge, blazing-white 
fireball has a little companion star just over to the side, there, 
that’s 10,000 times fainter, circling around Big Daddy once every 50 
years or so. You could just about plant a planet around Small Fry and 
get a good piece of sunlight off the big sun!

From here, we gotta jog back a ways to reach Procyon — it’s 11 
lightyears from Earth, but we don’t have quite that long a jump from 
here. Since Procyon’s diameter is 1.7 times that of the sun, and its 
luminosity 6 times as bright, we’ve got something a bit like a big, fat 
orange with any kind of worlds likely to be somewhat fantastic — maybe
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SUNS OF THE RIDGE:

mean distance from Earth coordinates
Alpha Centauri 4.3 lightyears -600/1400
Sirius 8.6 ft -10°/0700
Prdcyon 11.0 ft +l©o/0800
Altair 15.7 ft +10°/2000Vega 26 tr +40°/1900
Pollux 29 IT +30°/0800
Arcturus 33 ft +200/1400
Capella 42 ft +400/0500
Castor 45 ft +300/0700
Aldebaran 53 ft +20°/0400
Regulus 77 ft +1QO/1000

black and like, hellworld. There’s a tiny 13th magnitude star here, too.
Beyond Procyon, there’s Altair and Vega. Consult the box scores above 

for their distances and coordinates from Earth — and perhaps you’ll 
notice they’re both out in the same general direction; so the Ridge is 
sort of ’’levelling off” along here. (Polaris is around out here some
where, too; I used to know where. It’s got just about the right light 
for an Earthtype xvorld — but it’s a variable star, too, which could 
make things very interesting.)

Altair is the fastest rotating star on record, with a period of just 
7 hours. It's times as big as the sun, but the centrifugal force of 
its spin is so great that the equatorial diameter is about half again as 
big as the polar diameter. If the thing spun a little faster, it’d pro
bably break up into a double-star -- and I wouldn’t want to be around 
when it did!

Vega looks no brighter than Alpha Centauri from Earth; but out here, 
it’s 2y times bigger than the sun and 60 times brighter. (Among the 
stars which will become the North Star or Pole Star in the future --’in 
case you wonder about things like that — Vega will be the brightest. 
It’ll be just 5° off Earth’s north celestial pole in 14,000 A.D.)

Another little jump brings us out to Pollux, a bit off to the side, 
here; then we hop over to Arcturus, which puts us all of 39 lightyears 
out from Earth, now. Arcturus is not only a real big fella (23 times 
as big as the sun) but he’s moving fast, barreling thru our sector at 
about 75 miles per second. He’s passing about as close as he’ll ever 
get to us, right now.

After this, the Ridge evens out pretty well. You’ll think we’re 
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really getting off into the Deep Black, now. Capella’s our next stop, 
a binary with the two suns no farther apart than Earth is from the sun 
— in short, 1 Astronomical Unit — and swinging around each other once 
every 104 days, so you’d hardly notice it. What you would notice is 
that their spectra varies from the violet to the red, which could make 
for some rather colorful seasons on any world out here. Only thing is, 
it’d have to be pretty far out since these suns give off about 150 times 
as much sunlight as you’d want.

Castor is quite something in its own quaint way -- it’s a triple 
binary, meaning three pairs of suns all circling around like crazy. 
The rotation period of one pair is 3 days, which circles with another 
pair whose period is 9 days; around this, every 380 years, swings the 
third pair with a rotation period of less than a day. Find yourself 
some worlds in this stellar display and you may come up with most 
anything!

Aldebaran is 36 times the size of the sun and 100 times as bright, 
which means it’s just another big, fat globe of red-orange fire. But 
we’re 53 lightyears out from Earth, now, and there are just two more 
places we could go from here. One’s Regulus, and it’s quite a hefty 
jump off to the side, out there — but it’s 150 times as bright as the 
sun all in one, big orb, not half-a-dozen little ones. Perhaps its 
main feature is that it’s about as far out as you can get, and still 
be on the Ridge.

The other place you can jump to, from Aldebaran, is the Hyades 
Cluster. Ranging some 130 lightyears from Earth at +200/0500, they’re 
about 80 lightyears or so out from Aldebaran — and they’re the next 
group of stars. There’s about 150 stars in all, most of them in a 
roughly globular space about 35 lightyears across. The whole shebang 
is travelling about 28 miles per second away from us, now (it was its 
closest about 800,000 years ago, when its distance was about half)-but 
I think we’ll catch up, in time ...

* * *

But it must’ve been obvious to somebody among us, back about the 
third jump we made, that all I’ve been hitting are the ’’high spots” 
along the Ridge. There’s much, much more to it than this!

Every star we’ve touched on has been a 1st magnitude star. So 
naturally, most of ’em were giants, the big-fella types sitting out 
here like lampposts all along the Ridge. They’re real handy for stuff 
like navigation and mapping, but maybe not so good for planets, motels 
with clean restrooms, and like that.

But believe me, there are other stars out here, lots of ’em -- some 
like Polaris and our own sun, too — and a lot of the dozen-lightyear 
jumps we’ve been making won’t be necessary at all. Well, let’s get 
some clear idea of this. I’ve got a chart, here, showing all the stars 
located within a dozen lightyears of Earth ...
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...See what I mean?. (You thot Alpha Centauri was it, huh?) The 
whole blamed Ridge is like that! Another batch of litTIe suns almost 
every dozen lightyears or so.

I’ve got some dope on these stars, too, and some others.
But now, listen — we’ve got this lightspeed drive, as I said.

And it does work. (We’ve just been using it, right here!) It works 
for us, that is -- it won’t work for your nextdoor neighbor. Nope, 
I’m afraid this is that nproud and lonely thing” about us. Your imag
ination’s the only ticket you’ve got to those other worlds out there 
around those other suns.

So that’s it; that’s the lightspeed drive.



But what’ve we been doing with $his, all of it, in the s-f prozines 
and paperback novels? Hell, the stuff our dirty pros turn out isn’t 
s-f at all; it’s fake-fantasy. Any yarn that mentions Rigellians or 
Denebians Cor both, wouldn’t you know) when Rigel’s some 540 lightyears 
off yonder and Deneb’s a good 400 lightyears out that other way ... 
This junk is nothing better than fabled galleys sailing up moonbeams 
— and some of the worlds populating this fictional galaxy belong in 
the same class with those hashish fantasy realms in the old WEIRD TALES, 
tho they at least didn’t pretend to be something they weren’t.

We need to get rid of that. We’ll have enough fantastic troubles 
with any ideas for a lightspeed drive. Our notions about it, right now, 
are bound to be as utterly silly as oldtime s-f was about rocketships 
— look back in the 1930 AMAZING and WONDER STORIES at tales like "By 
Jove" xvhere spacecraft behaved more like a pirate frigate after a Span
ish galleon under full sail, and rocketships maneuvered and fought with 
"deadly rays" somewhat like the battle of the Monitor and the Merrimac.

Anyway, those oldtimers did have their "rocketships" and, for them, 
those ships xvorked. Well, we’re not much better off, now; we might as 
well admit it. It doesn’t mean, tho, that we shouldn’t at least do the 
best we can.

Our lightspeed drive can at least get us off to the stars that are 
actually out there. In fact, some of that Deep Country back along the 
Ridge sounds more fascinating than any fictional places I’ve seen dreamed 
up by lazy writers!

Most of the stars found nearby (and the rest of the Ridge is pretty 
much the same, most likely) give less than l/100th as much light as our 
sun. But anyway, those stars are out there — we’ll certainly go give 
’em a look, if nothing else; we couldn’t afford to miss anything!

However, I would rather suspect that contemporary s-f really begins 
at Jupiter. When we get through colonizing the Jovian moons, and Saturn’s, 
and have had done with worlds like Uranus, Neptune and Pluto — why then, 
we’ll probably have techniques pretty well developed for getting our
selves a snug, warm hearth alongside just about any little stars we find 
out there.

Here’s a list of some of ’em:

Barnard’s Star 
Lalande 21185 
Wolf 359 
Kapteyn’s Star 
Lacaille 9352 
Cordoba 32416 
BD+4°4048 
Groombridge 1830

- 6.1 lightyears
- 7.9
- 8.
-12.6
-12.
-14.4
-19.
-25.5

...About all I know about these stars, tho, is that most of ’em are 
moving pretty fast. Groombridge 1830 is doing 216 miles per second and 
it’s relatively slow compared to some of the others. All I know about 
BD+4°4048 is that its companion is a little, dwarf star that gives only 
1/500,000th as much light as the sun!
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Of course, a lot of these little-known nearby stars haven’t even 

the respectability of being properly named — you run across things 
like the above mess of letters, numbers and symbols. And this will 
never do, not for us! I foresee a real need for certain endearing 
terms which are familiar to us all: Tucker’s Hotel - Gafia - Fijagh! - 
Blog - Oopsla ...

Y’see, there is yet another aspect of all this that’s really a bit 
croggling when you think about it. This sector of ours — even right 
here near Earth - is almost totally unexplored ..!!!

Story behind a sad cover-illo:
THE THINS IN THE AIRLOCK

What happened on last issue’s cover is something I’d been expecting for 
the past 6 months. Well, it finally happened — I goofed! I’d done 
crosshatch shading on that cover illo, didn’t think it dark enuff, and 
blacked it over with multigraph crayon. It was too much. When the ink 
hit that area, bits of the crosshatching began to flake off; then whole 
chunks of it began to drop off the press drum. So most of you saw the 
result — a vague, fuzzy NOTHING began to grow and spread inside that 
airlock. It finally spread to other areas of the illo, too, but that 
was such a mess I threw it out, so our circulation dropped about 20 copies 
last month. Anyhoo, I won’t try that stunt again. // And by the by; if 
you should notice some messy blotches on pages of the above article, it’s 
becuz we let Clumsy, Old Jim Caughran read it on the original masters. 
And Clumsy, Old Jim Caughran got so excitable and goshwow, he knocked 
over his glass and spattered Good Whuskey across those completed masters. 
We’ve just had to send it to our printer, now, and keep our fingers' 
crossed — loosely, around Jim’s throat — until we see the results.
For further misadventures of the Marmelade Kid (if any) see our letter-
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cJILME^,o& is something from Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, not from 

Len Moffatt’s Venusian Blues, but for the title of A Crazy Bunch of Artists’ 
fanzine it might be good either way. It is a fanzine. And it’s also a 
darned good fanzine.

It is published quarterly for Project Art Show, in conjunction with 
lots of more-frequently-published bulletins (entitled PAS-tell) which are 
mostly fresh news-items about Project Art Show. All this is available to 
anyone interested for $1.50 a year from the Trimbles @ Mathom House, 
222 South Gramercy Place, Los Angeles 4, Calif....

If you’re a fan artist, you will be interested. This first issue of 
SILME tells about everything you^d want to know about fan art shows at 
the conventions, how to get into ’em, what you can get out of ’em, and 
how to stay out of trouble doing it. Fact is, for fan artists this is 
really a good thing.

If you’re ed/pubber of a mimeo fanzine, the techniques discussed by 
Juanita Coulson in this first issue will be at least of some clinical 
interest to you — and it may be a help.

If you’re just a faaan, but you like to know what the heck’s going 
on in fandom, you’ll find out about the really good job that’s being 
done here, and about the people who’re doing it — and you’ll see the 
results in good displays of stf art at any tan convention you can attend, 
and you’ll know the story behind it all. It’s worth the $1.50 for at 
least one year just to keep tabs on what gives with this group!

Mind you, I’m just trying to give some idea of what this whole thing’s 
about — in case someone doesn't know, already. There’s much more, even 
to that first issue of SILME, than this. So even if you do know about 
this deal, I strongly recommend you to have a look at the results.

ethel for taff
* * *

To join Chicon III and be getting those Progress Reports and whatnot 
you should send $2.00 to:

George W Price 
P O Box 4864 
Chicago 80, Ill

Which shows how much of commercial fandom we can get on one page — and 
I feel grotchy about these attempted bites at my pocketbook, too. But I 
also know these are things groups of fans are doing so’s you and I can 
have our fun&games — and it’s costing those groups of fans money, time 
and effort. I can’t repay ’em for the time and effort except with ’’thanks.”



+ We began getting all these interesting-type LoCs way back there, just 
+ before Xmas — too late, of course, for getting ’em into our Xmas ish; 
+ but very nice for getting us all mellow-feeling on the Holidays, what 
+ with one, big beam of our livingroom ceiling decorated with a looong 
+ sheet of computer paper which Jim Caughran brung out to us. It had a 
+ sleigh and 8 reindeer and a Christmas tree and ’’Merry Christmas and' 
+ Happy New Year” all in columns of digits printed by one of the Univ. 
+ of Calif. Computer Center’s 407 computers. I mean it’s a 407 computer 
+ and they got others like a 704 and — but I’m beginning to sound just 
+ like Jim Caughran, here. Anyway, we got much good fannish LoCs. And + here’s one of ’em:
BETTY KUJAWA, 2819 Caroline St., South Bend 14, Indiana:

Joe I could kiss you <(+Betty, baby!+)) (aaw cumon Robbie its the 
Xmas season and I’m thousands of miles away) ((+a mere distance*))-- 
that swingin article in Shaggy is what I’m talking about--and here for 
years I’ve grotched cause I never get to see or meet many fen. Now I 
feel its to my advantage! ((+No, honey, that’s wrong ... but please, 
never refuse yourself a lifelong education in the foibles of hymn nature 
7“ xt’ll hurt, sometimes, but there’s so much to gain!*)) I mustnt go 
into commenting on that here as I shall probably yak on and on about it 
in my loc to Shaggy—but Joseph that was a DARB of an articleCmy fan 
contacts have been the likes of the Coulsons, De Weeses, Hickman, Evans, 
Pavlatt, Bentcliffe, Parker, Ballard, the Kemps, the Becks and Vic Ryan 
—hardly the socially undesirable types, wouldnt you say?) (C+Indeed, 
+ yes! I mean no, they’re not. That is — well, now; you have given 
+ me a totally unparalleled opportunity there to come out with the fat- 
+ test piece of sheer egoboo I’ve ever pulled! Oh, you’re in for it 
+ now, girl! Tsk. Poor Betty... "
+ Look, now — suppose you’ve just arrived at the Chicon, next Labor 
♦ Day weekend. You’ve just checked in, freshened up, and toddled back 

down to the mam lobby. Okay? Now, if you want to know whether Joe 
+ Gibson’s arrived there yet, just walk right over and ask:

. . !
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+ qflke Asimov, L. Sprague de Camp, Sam Merwin, Jr;, Lester Del Rey, S> 
+^George 0. Smith, Sam Moskowitz, Harlan Ellison, A.J. Budrys, Evelyn' 
+ ^Gold, Bob Tucker, Bea Mahaffey, Ray Palmer, Bill Hamling, Hannes 

Bok, Ted Sturgeon, Randy Garrett ... Or Larry & Noreen Shaw, Dave 
- & Ruth Kyle, Frank Dietz, George Nims Raybin, Jean Carrol, ANY of 
+ 5 the oldtime fans in ESFA, Ozzie Train, Bdb Briney, Sid Coleman, the 
*"* Kemps, Lewis Grant, Jim O’Meara, Ed Wood, Elsie Janda, Jon'Stopa, 

Don Ford, Doc Barrett, Ben Jason, George Young, Roger Sims, Lynn 
Hickman, Shelby Vick, Boyd Raeburn, Gerry and Helen de la Ree... 
Or what-the-heck, Tony Boucher, Reggie Bretnor, Poul & Karen Ander- 
son, Rog Phillips, Jack Vance, Fritz Leiber, Bob Bloch, Margaret 

•^Sto Clair ... AND Jack Speer, F.M. Busby, Len Zettel, Bill Donaho, 
+£Danny Curran, Dick Ellington, Al haLevy, Ben Stark, Honey Wood, Jim 
* Caughran, Ray Nelson, Dave Rike, Evan Appleman, John & Bjo Trimble,^ 
+ §4sj Ackerman, Ron Ellik, Al Lewis, Ted Johnstone, Bruce Pelz, Bob X- 
+ ^Lichtman, Steve & Virginia Schultheis, Len & Anna Moffatt, Walt 
+^Daugherty, Al Ashley, Gus Willmorth, George Metzger, Jim Harmon, 
+ Jerry Bixby, Walt Liebscher, Ming Fu, Hsing Wan, Son Fong, Kia Han/' 

and Mekong (Whiskey) Mike ....

ML $

+ And they’ll tell you. I’ll even get nasty letters from those left out!
As by notv Donaho must have told you we couldnt get out to youse 

after all-.-and you can bet it about broke my heart—and I still feel 
let-down and blue about that. Sigh! It took me so long to realize 
I wasnt coming out—at times I still feel like I am, you know?? Gene 
took me into Chi. last weekend to ease the heartache--supper at the 
Pump Room (four of us for round 28 dollars per person .. certain fen 
who are anti-fancy-expensive-resiaurants would shrivel up and die on 
the spot at the sight of that menu—right??) ((tlf you got it, baby, 
blow it — that’s what it’s for.+)) and belly dancers at the Kismet 
(and on Saturday nights they have audience participation contests—- 
I have this wild desire to go there during the Chicon with Avram David
son and Wally Weber, you see, can you picture them competing at belly 
dancing??—yes there are male dancers and fine ones.) And then to the 
Playboy Key Club to inspect the Bunnies...but still I’d druther have 
seen you-all! ((+You are a sweet, li’l exotic Eurasian cutie and I’ll 
bet you’d be one hellova fine belly dancer — but when y’all gonna make 
the ol’ 1111 Club and dig some George Brunis? (Are you listening, Vic 
Ryan?) And polish that off at the Shangri La with some Moonlight Mist 
and some sweet’n’sour pork and stuffed mushrooms and eggrolls and like 
that.+))

Day after Xmas day we fly to Dallas, Houston and then New Orleans _
for New Years Eve...and I hope, a meeting with Jan Penny and Emile Green- 
leaf. 'ph*T>*

-ph.V.

Little Gibsons-- if you still cant decide what to give each other 
for Christmas, I have an idea--- a book I just bought and read with’ 
gusto-- ’’The Fabulous Feline! ”(Or,Dogs Are Passe) by Milan Greer,$4.50. 
Greer is a Siamese cat buff to begin with...”In human form, the seal 
point would go jump in the Plaza fountain at three in the morning; the 

Ph.^ 
PhJX 
Ph* 
Ph^



blue-point would remain, with the girls and the champagne, in the cab.*’ 
((+Sounds like this guy’s gotta thing about cats like Harry Warner!*))

Info on breeding, feeding, mating, training, grooming and everything 
under the sun—written in a most delicious dry-witted way. Now some of 
his theories (he has a Cat Shop now..breeds em and etc..?may horrify or 
amaze or even infuriate you..parts intrigued the heck out of uninformed 
Betty..i.e.; cats have intercourse from 17 to 20 times a day in the 
mating cage, (gosh!) ((+You should’ve been with Robbie when I was getting 
old Ming Fu properly lined up, with his grip just right, in his first try 
at what finally brought on our 3 young tomcats!*)) That bit about never 
feeding milk to cats I learned long ago. Anyway this I feel is the kind 
of book you two might find very worthwhile—lord knows the writing style 
is worth the cost of the book alone--oh, there are some laugh-out-loud 
sections (on teaching your pi(whoops) ((+yeah, watch that*)) puss to 
walk outside on a leash, for instance). ((+We take out Ming Fu-tse on 
leash allatime; the old Svengali really digs that deal!*)) Book came 
out three or four weeks ago--good gift for cat loving friends.

Stunning cover on #6. And your editorial was read with great enjoy
ment and interest. Y’know speaking of how we fen supposedly believe in 
the brotherhood of man (a moot point, Joe-- do those far out fannish 
Liberals REALLY look upon me as their brother??Or wouldnt many of them 
like to see me and other Conservatives mercifully eradicated forthwith?) 
((+Betty, why do you call those persons fans?*)).. .Howcome if we got 
such among us—howcome I didnt hear one instance of a fan joining the 
Kennedy Peace Corps???I thought at the start of that plan that there 
would be fen enlisting all over the place--didnt you? ((+Nope — not 
after I’d learned a bit more about it.*)) I suspect we all may be more 
’talkers’ rather than ’doers’. .nour I dont in the least agree with Dave 
Rike, but I admire him for at least going out and DOING something with 
actions instead of xvords.
+ Betty, we’ve heard about what Dave Rike has told about that deal, 
+ and we don’t admire him for it. I’ve known a few fans who got roped 
+ in on some big ’do-gooder’ schemes in past years; I’ve had to give 
+ more respect.to many fans who checked into such deals first, before 
+ buying any.piece of ’em. In fact, I have rather more regard for fans 
+ who are doing what they can in ways they know about: the relationships 
+ of American.and Anglo fans, the teenage German kid doing an English/ 
+ German fanzine, Roy Tackett’s reports on Japanese fans — and a‘whole 
+ lot more that old, much-maligned 4e Ackerman has done for years, with 
+ little or no credit at all...

Speaking of stuff like that—no Christmas cards from us this year., 
instead a donation was given to the United Negro College Fund..better 
the money goes there than to some card manufacturer—am NOT putting down 
folks who send cards, you understand. ((+Some friends of ours put it 
into CARE, this year.*))

Oh you and your nutty page numberings—what next? You had me in fits 
and convulsions W’ith your comments in the HarryWarnerLetter--



+ Betty, you’ve got me in the mood to say something I’ve been wanting 
+ to say. So I’m going to do it. I’ve got a letter here from Sam 
+ Moskowitz; most of it I must consider personal, not *DNQ* by Sam 
+ perhaps but more what I consider as between him and me. But there’s 
+ this part of it that I want to print.
SAM MOSKOWITZ, 340 7th Ave. West, Newark 7, N.J.;

G2 is like a breath of fresh air with its gusts of sanity in inter
preting both the science fiction professional and fan world. Too many 
of the science fiction fans (C+not so many as it seems, Sam; read Harry 
Warner’s letter, here+)) live in a strange world of fantasy and illusion 
regarding the economic realities of publishing on one hand and what con
stitutes a sane and desirable relationship in the social aspects of fan
dom. In this last respect, your recent article in SHANGRI L’AFFAIRES 
was superbo

piere is another point, which, when I have the spare time, I’m going 
to sit down and write a fan article upon. ... Why must the newer genera
tions of fans ascribe their motives to older fans, like myself? My 
reasons for buying and reading science fiction, for attending meetings 
and conventions, for continuing membership in fan organizations is 
different than theirs. ... I am not the same individual in terms of 
personality, drives, social status, profession, needs, economics or 
family responsibilities that I was 20 or 10 years ago. ... In the science 
fiction fan world, I have my own reasons and my own satisfactions in 
participation.
+ ...As we all do, of course, each in our own way. But I believe that 
+ many old friends who know both you and myself will agree ivith me, 
+ Sam, in wishing you had written that article some time ago. 
+
+ As for what’s happening in New York, my own reaction has been that it’s 
+ a direct reflection upon fandom -- and most particularly, upon that 
+ ”in-group” membership of FAPA. If anyone on your side was thought to 
+ behave unpardonably, all those fans who knew it should have asked you 
+ to account for it; and if any of those on the other side behaved unpar- 
+ donably, those same fans should have made them account for it. I know 
+ that a few fans tried — but against a group who ignored it, shied away 
+ from it, and unintentionally and sometimes deliberately encouraged that 
+ situation to reach the point it’s at now. +
+ For me, the whole mess just seems like a perfectly good reason to cross 
+ off this 13th Fandom and have done with it.+
+ Now, what the hell’ve I got for a good change-of-pace around here? 
+ Something to do next. H’mmm — what’s this here, now??
RON ELLIK, 1825 Greenfield Ave,, Los Angeles 25;

Jim: ((+Say, this is Jim Caughran’s maill+))
I guess I didn’t go to Reno (heh, heh), did I? Chuckle. I hope 



you had a good time—because I spent the weekend cussing the garageman 
who repaired and tuned-up my Fiat...it begins to look like he’s giving 
me the same routine Carl Bloch’s people gave you. ((+And these guys 
scoffed ’cause I go clear over to San Francisco to get my liddle bitty 
Fiat worked on!+))

But this is neither here nor there, as men of letters are ivont to 
temporize in great works of literature. The important thing is that 
I still want to go to Reno. If I ever get another chance, I will write 
you a bit in advance and we * 11 work out a similar scheme—but I suppose 
you won so much money'this weekend that you don’t want to go back soon 
for fear of losing it.

How did you come out, by the ivay? Tell me all about your interesting 
weekend so I can hate you.
+ A brief synopsis may be in order, here -- as you may recall, lastish 
* we reported that Ron and Jim were going to rendezvous in Reno for a 
+ weekend at the games of chance; in fact, Jim cached some of his stuff 
+ at our place before departing, so Ron couldn’t make him hock it. You 
+ may now go on with the story ...+
+ Anyway, I fear that this chapter may never get back to Ron unless we 
+ tell it — or at least, what we know about it — because Jim just' 
+ doesn’t have the heart to tell poor, ol* Ron Bilik what he missed. 
+ Robbie and I knew something had really come off when Jim arrived back 
+ here and we saw him drive in. His Fiat 1100 made a wild loop out of 
+ the middle of the street, narrowly missed the gateposts on our fence,
+ and slewed to a halt in a swirling cloud of dust and gravel almost
+ at right angles across the middle of our driveway. We were both out
+ of the house to meet him, grabbing hold of him as he practically fell
+ out of his car. ”I*m back from Reno,” he said. ’’Ron wasn’t there.
+ I don’t know where Ron is. I’m just back.”
+ We got him into the house. He kept saying things! Ever see a thou- 
+ sand-dollar bill, he said; I had three of ’em — not just two, but 
+ three! D’ja ever know a striptease dancer? And have somebody pull 
+ a knife on you, then just walk off?? I told Robbie, “Broil thick 
+ slicesof that meatloaf in the frig. Make a pot of coffee. Strong. 
+ And spike it.” I got Jim onto the livingroom couch.+
+ Well, it kept spilling out of him the rest of that night. Then there 
+ were periods of silence when he’d just sit there, staring blankly at 
+ nothing. He hadn’t shaved in a couple days; he hadn’t slept much, 
+ either. If I hadn’t seen worse, I’d say he looked like hell. For him, 
+ tho, it’d been quite a weekend.
+ He’d pulled into Reno late Friday night, found an empty parking place 
+ next to a big casino, and set out to reconnoiter the town before checking 
+ in anywhere. In twenty minutes, he’d made 150 bucks. It went on from 
+ there. Sometime early the next morning, he caught that striptease act 
+ in one of the joints. After that, he took time out for a bite to eat 
+ and a little fresh air. Then he started in, again. By that time he 
+ had nearly $2,000. He went back that afternoon to the joint vzhere he’d 



caught that striptease act. This little blonde piece was sitting at a 
roulette table and even in a Cocktail frock she looked good. Jim kept 
winning — nothing really big, but steadily. He and the stripper got & 
to talking. They had a drink together.

Then her boyfriend showed up with a couple of pals — a little guy QJ 
who somehow managed to look twice as big and'tough as the two big guys 
with him. He waltzed the girl away from Jim. They went to a booth and 
talked. Then the girl hauls off and slaps this little guy, gets up, and 
comes back to Jim. She tells him the guy is her agent and is trying to 
dun her out of some money on top of the favors she’s given him as a boy
friend. She says she’d give him the money to get rid of him, only she’s 
kind of hard up right then, what with having to put another guy through ‘°e0 
college and all! £ 

Well, Jim doesn’t buy it but o dthis little guy and his pals sit in at 
the roulette table and start making snide remarks about Jim. Jim’s been 
playing the reds and blacks at random and winning on small bets every spin 
of the wheel, with this ’little chick standing beside him; but then the boy-/ 
friend pulls a Big Deal. He hauls out a roll of $100 bills and starts 
making big bets opposite Jim’s small wagers. So Jim hauls out this horse-0 
choking wad of some $5,000 and starts playing big chunks of it all across * 
the board. o

a
c> d

A few hours later, he’d calmly dropped nearly $12,000 in losses, ° 
cashed in for the $3,000 he had left, and quit the table. The little 0^% 
guy was still sitting there, looking kind of green under the eyes, and’ 
his two pals were looking at him as if maybe they were playing muscle-^ 
man for the wrong party. So Jim took the stripper on his arm and walked 
out.

Naturally, Jim’s a gentleman who’s not going to tell us much about 
that night or the next day — except that there was another guy that ‘ r— 
she’d been putting through college. Jim knows because he met the guy. \ 
In fact, that’s probably the one thing that really croggled Jim, more 
than anything else in this whole deal. . Jim and this young guy are walking 
out of the hotel the next day when this lad says to Jim, ’’You’ll never 
regret this, believe me. I know. Mom’s a real card!”regret this believe

That’s about all 
any $3,000; in fact,

— except that, of course, Jim didn’t come 
when he went back to get his car, he found 

a private parking space and got towed away. It cost him $20 to 
car out of hock.

off with 
he’d used 
get his

£

Well, he’d about run down xirith his recital, at this point. But I 
was still waiting for something to tie in with what he’d said earlier, 
so finally I asked him. What was that about somebody pulling a knife? XX 
Oh, that-- he says and gives a convulsive kind of shrug. He was on his 
way down to get his car when this bunch jumped him. Three or four guys, ZX- 
he thought. They jerked him into an alley, shoved him against a wall, 
and one guy had an arm across his throat and held the point of a switch
blade knife against his belly while another guy frisked him.
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Then the guy who got Jim’s wallet snarled something in disgust that 

sounded like, “Cleaned!” He threxv Jim’s wallet down. The guy holding 
Jim stepped back, releasing him, and muttered, "Aww hell — we’re too 
late." And the whole bunch simply turned on their heels and walked out 
of the alley, with their hands shoved in their hip pockets, ignoring Jim 
as if they didn’t know he was even there.
+ Anyway, Jim was pretty quiet about it for the next few days. So I 
+ rather suspect that, other than what we heard that first night he 
+ got back here, we never will hear much from him about that weekend 
+ in Reno ...
ART SAHA, 595 Trinity Ave., Bronx 55, N.Y.:

.. .Incidentallyj Don Wollheim 
to see a copy of He asked me 
him a copy or two.

was around a while back and happened 
to give you his address and to send

+ Okay, Art — we’re letting Don have the full treatment. Sort’ve 
+ leaving him at 6’s and 7’s, you might say. Thanks, fella.
BOB TUCKER, Box 702, Bloomington, Ill.:

I think I last wrote to you on or about Issue #3. It was a poct- 
sarcd. That poctsarcd contained a (sad) joke about your numbering 
system-plus-title-plus-a blessed event. You muffed it. I was so 
bitterly disappointed I sat in the corner and ripped my complete col
lection of snapzines to shreds. I will never be able to equal the 
brilliant, witty genius of Willis if you go around muffing my sad, 
subtle little jokes.

And besides, Robbie doesn’t show the least sign from back here, 
so the joke would have misfired anyway. Or she would have birthed 
a daughter and misfired it that way. Bah.

Meanwhile, I hate to tell you your light-drive will never work in 
space.. It’s dark out there. And now I expect the expression on your 
face will be the same as that one on Andy Young’s face when I explained 
to him why rockets will never work in space. These fools won’t'listen' 
to me down at the Cape. I keep telling them they need sails ... SAILS. 
The ship that successfully reaches Mars or the outer moons will carry 
more canvas than the big fellows who used to ’round the Horn. (Haven’t 
yet figured a way for them to get back sunward, but I’m working on it.)
+ Tell ya what, Bob — I’ve been trying for over a year to figure out 
+ how the hell Poul Anderson’s sail-rigged dirigibles could tack up- 
+ wind without having any keel. I’ll just turn that little project 
+ over to you, now; okay? I’m sure Poul will agree to this.
Didn’t Doc Lowndes once do a story about a tiny spacer propelled by 
sunlight? And it stalled when it entered the earth’s shadow?



HARRY WARNER, JR., 423 Summit Ave,, Hagerstown, Md.:
There are two G^s on hand for comment. But the one that came in 

late November contains too many letters to provide the basis for exten
sive 'comments. I can definitely say that I’d like to see your war mem
oirs, not only for the sake of reading yours, but in the hope that the 
follow-the-leader mania in fandom would result in a lot of war memoirs 
by other fans. ((+Well, Len Moffatt is a good, old sucker for egoboo!+)) 
...And on fanzines making money: my old subscription fanzine, Spaceways, 
never made a profit large enough to be noticable. But it paid for it
self during about half of its existence, possibly longer. The big anni
versary issues recouped any small losses that occurred on the normal
sized issues, and I was also helped by a subsidy of sorts from the United 
States Rocket Society, which bought a large quantity of extra copies of 
certain issues for all its members, in return for a page containing news 
of that organization. Of course, those were the days when paper was, I 
believe, 85$ per ream for really opaque 20 lb. stuff (<+Are you listening 
Donaho?*)), postage cost only one or two cents, depending on how many 
pages you had, and I think I got stencils for as little as $1.10 or 
thereabouts per quire most of the time.

In the November issue that arrived in December, I was happy to see 
you backing up in a sense some of the things that I said about fandom 
in the last Oopsla! There are all sorts of rejoinders to the people 
who complain about fans’ failure to talk about stf. One is the simple 
fact that an issue of Warhoon or Xero usually publishes more material 
about stf magazines and books and ideas than you’ll find in the whole 
world outside fandom. Quantitatively there’s probably three times the 
amount of material about stf appearing in fanzines today in comparison 
with the allegedly prozine-oriented fanzines of the late 1930’s and 
early 1940’s. But it’s true that the proportion of non-stf material 
to stf material in fanzines today is high, and it’s the sheer bulk of 
the fan output that provides the large wordage about stf.

...Fans do read much more than the average person, but I wouldn’t 
call their tastes omnivorous .... I think that fans’ reading tastes are 
approximately those of the persons of average intelligence with some 
spare time: fiction of all types, books on current events, an occasional 
semi-scientific work, and biography or history involving some topic in' 
which an individual fan has a particular interest. ((+And right there, 
Harry, you’ve described a group of people who read considerably more 
than a good 90% of the American public ever does!+)) Hagerstown is too 
far out of the way for me to get many visitors, but those who do come
usually find a couple of bookcases the most unusual thing in it, because
they contain nothing but books about music. These visitors take calmly 
my fan history project or my failure to miss a FAPA deadline for 18 yeirs
but they can’t comprehend my wanting to own and read books about music.

You sound as if you doubt the purity of my motives, and the ubiquity 
of cats ((+the WH0?+)) at that farm; how else do you think I get this 
tenfold strength and these scratches? If I can find the negative before 
leaving the office tonight, I’ll slip in for proof a picture of one of



these beautiful farmer’s daughters with a cat that tumbled into her arms 
an instant before I snapped the shutter.
+ Sounds like a cool scene to me, Dad -- who was that cat cutting you 
+ out there, tho? Tsk. But I just don’t know about you, Harry. There 
+ are times I find myself believing you really would visit New York to 
+ see the Bronx zoo! You’d need some kinda real fat Horizons to survey 
+ fan vets and how they feel about the world; their range of experiences 
+ and the effect it all had was a rather tremendous range, to begin with; 
+ so th® way they feel today will vary all over the place as much if not 
+ more. I doubt if you’d get past their war stories, if you got that 
+ far. It’s just too much!
JOHN BOARDMAN, 166-25 89th Ave., Jamaica 32, N.Y.:

Actually, I have little contact with fandom. I contribute regularly 
to Amra and PITFCS but haven’t gone to conventions or worn a propellor 
beanie or audited myself or cold-decked the Rhine cards or engaged in 
any other fannish sports. In fact, I don’t even speak the language.
+ We’re sending John one more ’’sample copy” just so he’ll know about 
+ this; then we’ll stop bothering him. Anyone replying to this letter 
+ please write him directly at the above address.

When I was an undergraduate at the U. of Chicago, I roomed next door 
to fanzine publisher Bob Johnson (”Orb”) and sometimes read the overflow 
from his files ... Ray Nelson was another fan at UC in those days. Tom 
Seidman, George D’Asaro and I founded a s-f club on campus, but I don’t 
know what’s become of it, or George, or Bob, or Ray.
+ Was this the founding of the presentday Univ, of Chicago S-F Club? 
+ Ray Nelson knows — he may even have told me, but all I remember now 
+ is that Ray had a panel truck he was living in until the university 
+ officials found out about it. Someone else who could tell us much is 
+ Bill Donaho, who has reminisced quite a bit on his Chicago daze. If 
+ we got a couple reports on the early days of that s-f club, maybe Ed 
+ Wood or Lewis Grant could take it from there and bring the thing up + to date.

Does any G^ reader know anything about an edition of the Necronomicon 
published fairly recently? This is not a gag; I’ve seen a copy. A 
couple of years ago I was visiting with friends at the apartment of a 
fellow in Brooklyn. Our host took a slender black volume from a shelf, 
handed it to me, and asked if it looked familiar. I opened it, and 
found passages cited in the works of Lovecraft, Derleth, and other inhab
itants of this mythos. The book had no lettering on the cover, and 
looked as if it were put together privately from collections of Lovecraft’s 
quotes. I have been unable to ask further information about this book, 
as later that evening the host chased us out of his place with an ax.
+ Actually, fanclubs or fantasy are subjects I’m not really excited 
+ about — but maybe there’s somebody who is, and if they are, it’s 
+ probably worth hearing about. Thanks for your courteous reply, any- 
+ way, John.



Mike Deckinger’s BEDLAM is no erotic fanzine, by 
any means. It’s just crude filth. ... We don’t
trade, anyway Somebody want to tell Mike?

jssaaa

□ The size of this issue has already swollen beyond all hope of recov
ery, so we may as well throw in a report here of a few happenings that 
resulted from lastish.

As you may recall, I did a piece on Al Collins, local disc jockey, 
for that Christmas issue. Undoubtedly, you also gathered from my con
cluding remarks in that article that Al got a copy of it. Well, I did 
more than that. After all, that poor guy had never seen a fanzine be
fore -- he knew about fandom, conventions, and like that; and maybe he’d 
heard something about fanzines, but he’d never seen one -- so I sent 
copies of #5, #6 and #7 to him.

Robbie and I were home during the Xmas/New Year's week, so we were 
able to hear his deejay show. So we phoned in, asking KSFO’s switch
board sugarvoice to inform Al of it, and sat back to await developments.

(As I said, Collins also has a morning TV show and we have no set. 
But we’d seen it — nevermind how -- and we knew the bit he uses there. 
He’s got this frogginstat, see ... yeah, frogginstat ... that he peers 
thru at the camera and says he can sec you out there looking back at 
him. With this, he tells kiddies to go put their clothes on, not come 
out looking at television in their pajamas. He rigs up deals with the 
parents who call in, so he can tell a certain youngster at some specific 
house address that if he’ll go look in the bedroom closet, he’ll find 
a present there waiting for him.)

Suddenly, right out on the air, Collins starts demanding, ”Where 
is El Sobrante? And Sobrante Avenue?" His engineer obviously told him 
it was between San Pablo and Orinda; and he says, "Well, man, I am be
ginning to get some real weird emanations from that area, like there 
is something wild goin’ on there! You people in El Sobrante better 
check this out, because I am getting electrical interference on my 
frogginstat -- I gotta reading of plus-3 on the Harrison scale, there 
-- and I wanna know what’s happening in El Sobrante!"

Well, I let thatgoby. The next morning, Wednesday, Old Pear-Shape 
goes on with his show like usual, announcing where listeners can get 
their free eyeglasses case on presenting their World Wide Max cards, 
proving their membership in this world’s greatest organization dedicated 
to the proposition that You Can Get Somethin’ For Nothin’, and stating 
that he’s about ready to send out copies of his recipe for dinosaur 
giblet soup — and that the first copy is going to "Joe Gibson in El 
Sobrante!"

I let that go by.



The third morning, Thursday, he comes up with a letter from a lady 
in Bl Sobrante, suggesting that his interference may have been caused 
by one of the ham operators out here. No, he says, that’s not what it 
was — it was sumpin’ more than that causing trouble with his froggin
stat ... no, maybe it’s throgginstat ... and those weird Signals have 
to be something really bad to show up on his throgginstat, he says. 
So he’s going to depend on the Bay Area’s most prominent science-fiction 
fan, Joe Gibson, to look into whatever that is over in Bl SobranteI

Well, I had to stop that I So Al and I made contact — he almost 
missed cue on mike, a couple of times — and I learned He had given it 
a pitch on his TV show, besides which the publicity department had 
reprinted my article and was spreading it all over the place. Al also 
wanted to pick up on the theme I’ve been chanting in these pages: with 
all that’s happening in space, now, where’s s-f gonna go next?

He didn’t know I already had this issue in the works.
But his idea, of course, was to do something with it on his TV spot. 

Well, we’ll see. Al put on a panel discussion with Alfred Bester and a 
bunch of other pros back in Nev/ York; it might work into something like 
that with our local pros. It’s not something the guy’s never done be
fore. Nor they, either.

Further developments of note will get reported around here, some
where .

*A*

ANN CHAMBERLAIN, 2440 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 8:
I am reading you ((+Put down that throgginstat!+ ))...enjoyed'the 

Al Collins story very much...it takes me back....smooth and cool.
And

the letter col...letter cols are GOOD...you can read’m but you don’t 
have to answer’m...unless something sparks you.

Who went wild in the
rush of getting the final scribbles and/or check marks put on the
G2#7...? Almost made me forget I subbed. I have one line rubber stamp 
that says: ’’Your sub expired. Please renew.”

Golly. TAFF needs a cam
paign. Get up its low blood pressure...not with iron but with silver. 
So everybody looks at everybody and says, ’’Who? — Me?” Well, you 
can’t make money for TAFF unless you have something to sell. So I’ll 
offer what I’ve got...NFFF emblem stamps...for every $2.00 sent to 
George Price for TAFF (with or without Vote) if it’s pubbed in G2 
I’ll donate the stamp. Do you accept?
+ If we had a rubber stamp for expired subs, we’d no longer be able to 
+ get letters out of people we like to hear from by forgetting to check- 
+ mark their copy, would we? The T-men would soon be around if we
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start publishing anybody’s $2! What you want is for ’em to send it to Don Ford -- and Ron Ellik, after April -- and mention G2; George 
Price’"is treasurer for the Chicon III! I’m not sure TAFF doesn’t need 
more than a campaign, tho.
Well, anyway -- hey, the Trimbles are coming!!? When?? This afternoon!!! 
It’s too much. ’Fraid I won’t be able to get on too much of a kick with 
Al Collins, right now — after 3 years at the Univ. Press, I gotta new 
boss there who enjoyed applications of the Old Screw, so I cut out. Very 
good relations with the U’s Personnel Dept., but meanwhile I have to find 
a new job -- something else may not turn up at the UofCCfor months...
**THE TIME HAS COME!** for ever'body to get out of FAPA while the gettin’s 
good!! Jim Caughran’s threatening to start publishing his Hoary, Old 
Travelling Jiant Stories in the next FAPA mailing...
G2 is a monthly fanzine (this being issue #8 for January ’62) for which 
you subbed in any of five different ways -- we’ll have to explain that 
sometime -- and here is yo’ category:

( ) You subbed thru #8, and that's what this is.
( k^) You've got nothing to worry about yet.

Otherwise, this is just a taste of what you can get regular, Jack. The 
rates are 3/25<, 6/50<^ or $1 a year. ,

G2#8
--from Joe & Roberta Gibson 
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